
Swiss product
Registered trademark and model

Apparatus with standardized light source for colour grading
diamonds and others.

Light source recommended by the CIBjO.

Instructions for use

1. Concept

The KOLORISKOp® G+S is an apparatus providing constant
and standardized illumination according to 5000 Kelvin ISO 2243
daylight standard. It is used for colour grading diamonds and others
by visual comparison.

The KOLORISKOP<e> G+S is a new development of an instru
ment known for many years which the first trademark was registered
in 1942. The new concept of this model is the result of serious testing
by experienced professionnals and of the research carried out by
BAG Bronzewarenfabrik AG, CH - 5300 Turgi (Switzerland), in the
design of luminairs.
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2. General description

The cabinet, open on observation side only, eliminates disturbing
luminous and coloured factors in the environment. It is purposely in
a neutral grey. The working plate is in standardized neutral grey to
facilitate ocular adjustment and help the eye to focus on the samples
to be examined. It is large enough for several diamonds, or several
lots of diamonds to be examined simultaneously.

The sample holders have been designed with the cutting proport
ions of polished diamonds in mind and their shapes and angels de
termined after careful testing. They are in neutral white to eliminate
any undesirable influence.

Pre-loaded fluorescent tubes of maximum dependability and a
refractor with special characteristics are factors that combine to pro
vide a diffused, non-dazzling and stanardized daylight illumination,
meeting ISO 2243 standards, on the working plate, for no less than
3000 hours without any perceptible variation. After this time, the
tubes should be changed for new ones if these standards are still to be
met.

According to the visual acuity of the user which depends on various
conditions such as his age, the instrument can provide either 100 0/0

luminous intensity with two tubes or 50 % luminous intensity with
one tube only.

Colour temperature stability is not merely based on theoretical
data but has been measured on the working plate, an innovation
which shows the careful attention given to construction details and
the good quality of the lighting obtained. For these reasons, it is
essential not to alter the instrument in any way, to look after the lac
quered coating, protect it from dust, clean it regularly (see section 4:
Servicing) and to use only the prescribed fluorescent tubes.

Under the action of ultraviolet rays contained in daylight or ob
tained from an artificial source, diamonds often emit a colour fluor
escence of a variable intensity. When it is very strong it can alter the
real colour of the diamond and improve it. For instance, in such con
ditions, a yellowish diamond with a strong blue fluorescence may be
perceived as being of a better colour, nearer to the ideal colourless
state, by the optical mixture of the yellow and blue.
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Controversies have arisen in the case of strongly fluorescing dia
monds as to whether to judge the colour impression perceived glob
ally by the eye or to deduct mentally, during observation, the im
provement in colour due to fluorescence.

The KOLORISKOp® G +S provides an ingenious solution to the
problem. It is the first instrument for colour grading diamonds by
5000 K daylight with a proportion of ultra-violet rays corresponding
to that of natural light, or else, under the influence of the visible
spectrum alone, by eliminating the influence of ultraviolet rays, by
means of an anti-UV filter opaque to rays of a wavelength below 400
nanometers.

A few words on the subject of master diamonds:
I t is customary in the trade to use a set of master diamonds or mas

ter stones, (<<Musterdiamanten» or« Mustersteine», «Diamant etalons»)
for colour grading of diamonds of the commercial range, from co
lourless to yellowish. This detailed colour grading scale serves to
classify the great mass of diamonds in the trade. But diamonds that
stand out for their exceptional colour (rose, green, a more intense
yellow than the current grade, blue, etc.) are termed fancy colour
diamonds without subdivision.

Through the International Confederation of Jewelry, Silverware,
Diamonds, Pearls and Stones (CIBJO) the European trade associat
ions grouped within this organization have negotiated for years to
harmonise the diamond colour grading systems in use in European
countries. This resulted in the CIBJO Rules of application published
in the yellow booklet well known to the trade, which is obtainable
from national associations or from the CIBJO head offices.

The standardized illumination type daylight 5000 K has been
approved by the CIBJO which recognizes it officially as the optimal
colour temperature for colour grading diamonds.

The equivalence is as follows between the scale of traditional
terms and the new colour designation recommended by the CIBJO in
1978.
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Color grades of polished diamonds

Traditionnal GIA International standards 1978
terms

1 River
D Exceptional White +
E Exceptional White

2 Top Wesselton
F Rare White +
G Rare White

3 Wesselton H White

4 Top Crystal
I

Slightly Tinted White
r.., J

5 Crystal
K

Tinted White
L

6 Top Cape
M Tinted Colour 1
N

7 Cape
0 Tinted Colour 2
P

8 Light Yellow Q Tinted Colour 3
R

S

T

U

9 Yellow V
Tinted Colour 4

W
X
Y
Z

Fancy Colors Fancy Colours
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Master diamonds shall be choosed, belonging to the lower limit of
each colour grade according to this scale. These diamonds must be of
sufficient size to enable the grading of diamonds of several carats. A
unit weight of about 3/4 carat is recommended, higher when judging
mainly large diamonds, lower but not less than 1/2 carat when judging
mainly small diamonds.

Rules to observe for composing a good set of master diamonds:

Cutting proportions corresponding approximately to those of the
goods to be judged.

Master diamonds must all be of similar cutting proportions.

Master diamonds must have analogous weights. Considerable
weight differences from one to the other must be avoided.

Girdles must be narrow and polished preferably to avoid dirt
which adhere easily to rough girdles, giving them a greyish or
tinged appearance.

Choose degrees of purity between internally flawless at 10 X
and S. 1. grades. Only light inclusions are acceptable, no dark in
clusions or fissures.

Choose frank colours from colourless to yellowish, without mixed
colours and without grey tinge.

Choose diamonds without fluorescence, which can be checked
easily with the usual UV lamp of the gemmological equipment.

The KOLORISKOp® G +S also has a wide field of applications
in the selection and sorting of rare fancy colour stones. It provides
all the year round a constant standard illumination, a distinct asset
for people who have to sort stones with only slight colour variations,
prepare lines for wedding rings and bracelets, or sort stones for gra
duated necklaces.

It is also the ideal light source - because it is consta~t - for
grading and sorting the colour of pearls when composing matched
sets and necklaces. In these cases, the work plate should be covered
with a non-fluorescent neutral white or neutral grey cloth. A grooved
tray of adequate size can also be used. It should be white or grey and
non-fluorescent.
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3. Instructions for using the KOLORISKOp® G+S

Place the instrument on a table and adjust the height of the user's
chair until he can view the stoneholder on the work-plate without
being dazzled by the luminous surface of the refractor at the top of
the working space.

Make sure the transformer is adjusted to the voltage of the mains
supply (either 220 V / 50 Hz) or 110 V / 60 Hz). Make the necessary
adjustement before connecting the instrument to the mains supply.

There are two switches on the back of the instrument for connect
ing the two fluorescent tubes (with 100 '0/0 luminous intensity) which
is the normal position or one single tube (with 50 % luminous inten
sity).

For the comfort of the eyes, place the instrument in a room where
the lighting is moderate. Avoid working in sunlight or under a strong
light.

The diamond holder is hollowed out so that diamonds placed on
their table are viewed in the plane of the girdle, the most favourable
condition for eliminating dispersion colours and reflections while
highlighting their true colours.

In the case of some diamonds where reflections subsist in spite of
diffused light, onemay reach a better colour perception by breathing
on the stone and returning rapidly the diamond holder to the instru
ment. Quick colour perception is facilitated before the steam of the
breath evaporates.

Diamonds with strong fluorescence. The proportion of ultra violet
rays emitted by the fluorescent tubes is similar to the one in natural
daylight and these are the standard conditions for colour grading. In
exceptional circumstances, say to better judge diamonds with a strong
fluorescence under ultraviolet rays, the anti-UV filter built into the
Instrument shall be used: open the top part of the instrument which is
hinged and held by two magnetic fastenings on the side. When not in
use, the filter is placed vertically in the double wall at the back of
the instrument. Take it out and place it horizontally on the refractor,
sliding it under the edge at the front of the apparatus. The anti-UV
filter thus covers the refractor completely. Close the top part making
sure that you have done so completely.
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Since the filter is opaque to wavelengths below 400 nanometers,
the resulting light is a daylight type for the visible spectrum only,
without ultraviolet rays.

The filter should only be used exceptionally (it is recomm,ended
to put it back immediately after use) for grading diamonds with a
strong fluorescence for which it is highly useful. It makes it possible
to differentiate between the aspect of these diamonds in a daylight
type of light (with apparent improvement due to fluorescence excited
by the ultraviolet rays) and in this same light without the excitation
of the ultraviolet rays.

4. Maintenance and servicing

For controlling the 3000 hours of standardized colour temperat
ure constancy: It is recomm·ended to take notice of the date at which
new tubes begin operating. If the instrum,ent is used from 8 to 10 hours
a day, the tubes should be changed after about one year.

If the instrument is used daily for 4 or 5 hours, the tubes should
be changed about every two years.

When changing tubes, use only prescribed replacements bearing
the reference: Macbeth F 14 T 12/50, supplied by
BAG, CH - 5300 Turgi, Telex 55 523 bag ch,
or by national selling agents, a list of which can be obtained from the
same address.

To replace the lamps: Disconnect the instrument; open the top of
the apparatus which is hinged and held by magnetic fastenings; re
move the used tubes and clean the inside of the lid with a wet cloth
and soap water, avoiding agressive detergents. Dry carefully.

Clean the top of the refractor in the same way, removing it from
its housing if necessary after lifting the fixing tabs. The refractor is
made of glass material and must not be scratched or cleaned with
organic solvents. Afterwards put the new tubes in place, make sure
that the anti-UV filter not in use is back in the double wall at the
back of the instrument and close the top part of the apparatus.

Cleaning the laquered parts. The grey paint of the working space
and the white paint of the diamond holder should be cleaned with a
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clean wet rag and a little soapy water if necessary. Harsh detergents
should be avoided.

If the lacquered parts need renovation after hard wear, please
apply to the manufacturer.

These two paints do not fluorescent to ultraviolet rays. They cor
respond exactly to the characteristics of the instrument and this is an
essential condition for the maintenance of the colour temperature to
5000 K. No other paint should be used.

5. Technical data

Dimensions
Weight
Voltage
Power supply

Order reference
KOLORISKOPIIl> G +S

Diamond-holder

460 X 360 X 190 mm
7,5 kg
220 V /50 Hz
about 40 Watt

199734 (supplied with one
diamond-holder)

199734 C

BAG TURGI
Bronzewarenfabrik AG, CH - 5300 Turgi (Switzerland)
Phone 056 / 23 11 12, Telex 55 523 bag ch

1.8.1978
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